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About This Game

This game is about a person who kept running through his life, never looking back at the past. He rarely slept, and even with 24
hours in a day, it was not enough for him.

Once during a trip, he gets into trouble. Now he's lying on the cold ground, buried beneath his bicycle.
Slides of various moments fly through his head.

Will his memories return? Will he be able to stand up again?
You must help him.

Features:
- Opportunity to tell a man by his memories
- Unique game genre "Game-Photo album"

- User-friendly interface
- 8 different endings (4 good / 4 bad)

- Original soundtrack included
- STEAM Trading Cards support
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Title: Retention
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sometimes You
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2015
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I really like the game. I've been playing for over an hour. My current highscore is 300 kills.
The game is pretty pointless compared to some out there. It's a good time waster. Not very good if you are looking for some
grand indepth scheme.

Worth the price? It depends on if you plan on playing it for a few hours or if its so small you'll get bored quickly. It's a
microgame. But it is enjoyable for the soundtrack and simple gameplay. It is fast paced I suppose. You need reflexes at times.

The game over all has a certain feeling to it.

My only want from it is a leaderboard.
A Steam leaderboard would be awesome.. I think this game could have a chance. If they allow controllers, add in multiplayer,
ease up the sensitivity (Or allow the user to adjust it) also have a pause menu. Thats really it, a tutorial would also be nice c;.
Strategic Mind: The Pacific is a step-by-step strategy whose events unfolded during World War II and demonstrate with striking
historical accuracy the confrontation between the United States and the Japanese Empire in the Pacific Ocean.
The game will be very popular with those who love military themes and sea battles.
The game is fully localized. Good graphics, excellent soundtrack
I liked her a little bit, and every minute she's in the game, she's dragging you on even more. And the best part is good
optimization of the game at the start, nothing lies down and does not slow down.

I have not noticed any drawbacks.
I wish the developers to continue to develop their favorite game and conquer the tops.
. This follow up to Close Your Eyes is terrific.

In this game, you play as Gwen, a villager in a small happy town. You're on your way to meet your girlfriend, Flora, when...
things happen. To say much more would be to give away a lot of the story.

All you really need to know is that, like Close Your Eyes, this is a truly bizarre, creepy, and sometimes even funny game that
balances a lot of tones really well. It packs in a lot of variety during it's two hour play time, with lots of puzzles and surprises.
Sometimes it's cute, sometimes it's funny, and sometimes it's flat out freaky, but the one constant is it is never boring.

My one complaint is a segment near the end that is timed. Despite the kick♥♥♥♥♥song that plays, it's really repetitive, tough,
stressful, and tedious if you die in it, where you have to start all the way at the beginning of the challenge. It took me several
tries and was imply not enjoyable.

Despite that one flaw, this is another confusing but engaging horror game from the makers of the excelent Close Your Eyes. It's
got unique visuals, a weird but engaging story, real atmosphere that sucks you in, and anawesome soundtrack. Great job, devs,
and really looking forward to Red Haze and Close Your Eyes 2.

So, download it. It's free! Show these creative people that unique ideas are things to be celebrated. Download Close Your Eyes
while you're at it.. I like this game a lot! It needs a little bit of work but I am sure the developer team will manage perfect!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZH3qe4TZJY
. I bought this game just because I wanted to play something new. I didn't expect it to be this good. What really ties me over is
the community levels. They are hard but fun. I would definetly recomend this game to anyone.. This was fun to play for a while,
but there are some major drawbacks. It's worth 2,50 dollars, but not 5.

pro: nice concept and gameplay works well. Keeps you entertained for 2 days.

con: The game seems unfinished. There are three worlds if you will, basically just different colors and if you finish all levels
you cannot progress any further. No ending, nothing. The gameplay gets repetetive too, because the goals are always the same
and the upgrades are maxed out so quickly it doesnt really make any sense. Same with the money. There is just too much. I
think this could potentially be a much better game.

note: Turning the blocks like in Tetris could have been interesting.
The rain sound doesnt have a loop so it stops at some point.
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This game was really popular for a few weeks. I still don't know why.. I paid .66 cents for this \\m\/

Rate 6.66 \/ 10 .. would choose evil again

 it's a short cinematic on rails experience with cheap animations, cheap jump scares, cheesy as hell ... but hey still, it was only
.66 cents ... just needs MOAR metal . Well, why is there no one on multiplayer... Its not fun alone. Surprising little twin-stick
shooter. Unlocking ships and choosing which ship to play keeps you coming back. I don't think it'll keep me hooked past 5
hours, but the price point is spot on for that.. Very good overall, althogh the later stage of the game is not as good as the early
stage. Magic path is very useful in the early stage because of the potion, but very weak in the late stage. Most of the magic
production are useless and hard to craft comparing the the scientific counterpart.

Looking forward to the further development of this game.. This game caught my interest, since I'm a huge fan of '90s shooters
and blow through Doom and the Build Engine games on the regular. I was expecting an experience similar to those games, but
from the scant 30 minutes I played, I only experienced an unsatisfying, confusing walk through a labyrinthine maze with almost
no monsters.

The first level, largely set in a crystal cave, is completely bereft of enemies until you fetch a series of keys, open a series of
doors, and navigate your way through a winding series of tunnels that all look alike, with little in the way of meaningful
landmarks. I didn't see my first monster until 15 minutes in. I can't comment on how the weapons "feel", because I only got one
in the 30 minutes I played, an axe. I only killed a couple of worms and a couple of zombies with it, because in addition to E1M1
taking its sweet time introducing monsters to the player, it also has them in pathetic amounts, only 1 or so every other room.

Hedon might be a good game as a whole, but the beginning left such a poor impression on me that I didn't want to continue to
find out. There are shooters out there with both better map design and better pacing, and I would recommend you play those
instead.. In serious need of improvement. It's EA but it's barely functional at this stage.. if your actually wanting this game you
are probably 6 900000000000000000000/10. Be aware that this game is abandoned. Installs dodgy software onto your computer
and the DLC does not work with it. Multiplayer has been shut down.

It comes from developers Gaijin who make war thunder, its an old game, I think the problems originate before they made war
thunder when they had this yuplay software and store system.

The game could be so much more than what it has been left as. This could be the greatest arcade flying game, with the ability to
breach into simulation mode, it has good cut scenes and the modelling is good, physics are good. The user interface is okay.
However...

The campaign modes are broken the missions can be buggy.

yuplay is dodgy software flagged as malicious and is broken software installed by force with Wings of Prey. BIG NO. lots of
problems regarding this. No ability to log on. Multiplayer has been completely disabled meaning achievements cannot be
completed.

Have tried everything contacting Steam support, Gaijin support. I cannot get the DLC to work with the game yet its still being
sold on the store... they tried to get me to turn off anti virus, turn off firewalls and other suspicious activity when this is clearly
not the problem. Very odd requests from their support.

I would definitely say avoid this title at all costs until something is done about it.

I have warned you.

This could have been one of the greatest single player flying games on Steam but has been neglected.
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